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(Hands on experience in all areas of 16mm film making production and postproduction)

Documentary

Forensics: The Real CSI, Series 2-4 Blast! Films BBC2
4 x 60 min Documentary
Multiple cameras follow serious crime investigations in real time, revealing the crucial role cutting-edge forensic
science now plays in bringing criminals to justice.

24 Hours in A&E The Garden Productions Channel 4
60 min Factual
Cameras film around the clock in some of Britain's busiest A&E departments, where stories of life, love and loss
unfold every day.

Inside the World’s Toughest Forces Emporium Netflix
60 min Documentary
The team goes behind the scenes with special military forces around the world and follows three special forces
veterans who are pushed to the limit by elite soldiers.

Patrick Kielty: One Hundred Years of Union Dragonfly BBC2
60 min Documentary
On the 100th anniversary of its creation, Patrick Kielty discovers how the trauma of the past is shaping the future of
Northern Ireland, and why some feel a united Ireland could be on the horizon.

SAS: Who Dares Wins, Series 6 Minnow Films Channel 4
60 min Factual Entertainment
Ex-Special Forces soldiers push the recruits to their limits in extreme and unforgiving terrains in the ultimate test of
their physical and psychological resilience.

Grayson’s Art Club, Series 2 Swan Films Channel 4
60 min Documentary
Edited the opening episode. Grayson Perry, one of Britain's leading artists, brings the nation together through art,
making new works and hosting masterclasses set to unleash our collective creativity during lockdown
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Cops Like Us Dragonfly BBC2
60 min Documentary
Following officers from Staffordshire’s overstretched police force as they talk candidly about the frustrations of
being on the beat in one of the UK’s most deprived cities - Stoke-on-Trent.

999: What’s Your Emergency? Blast! Films Channel 4
3 x 60 min Documentary
An intimate and frank look at modern Britain through the eyes of the emergency services in Wiltshire. They explain
the ever increasing challenges of working in a changing Britain, while victims, patients and criminals reveal the
personal stories that have driven them to be at the centre of a 999 call out.

Paddington 24/7 ITV Productions Channel 5
60 min Documentary
Britain's best-known station, made famous by Paddington bear, opens its doors to the cameras in this documentary
series. With 30 million passengers thronging through it every year, meet the men and women keeping this huge
operation moving.

My Life: I Will Survive Blakeway North CBBC
28 min Documentary
In 2017, Nikki Lilly won Junior Bake-Off, but lots has happened since. Nikki has become a teenager and her followers
on YouTube have risen to over 350,000. My Life: I Will Survive was filmed over the summer of 2018 and combining
observational footage, video diaries and her own vlogs - this film is an intimate and very personal insight into the
resilience, enduring bravery and wonderfulness of an amazing 14-year-old young woman.
Twice Bafta nominated and winner of an RTS award and an International Emmy

Race Across the World Studio Lambert BBC2
60 min Factual Entertainment
Season finale. In a frenetic race across the world, travellers can choose any route they like - but no flights or phones
are allowed. On the trip of a lifetime, which pair will finish first? We follow a gruelling and exciting race from
Greenwich to Singapore by land and sea.

What Makes a Woman Antidote Productions Channel 4
60 min Documentary
Transgender model and social activist Munroe Bergdorf examines the changing world of gender and identity in
today’s society. The film follows Munroe as she undergoes dramatic facial feminisation surgery as part of tackling
her gender dysphoria, a hugely personal moment that kick-starts an exploration of the central question – "What
Makes a Woman?”

Big Life Fix Studio Lambert BBC2
60 min Documentary
This series presented by Simon Reeve brings together some of the UK’s leading inventors who create and build
life-changing solutions for people in desperate need.
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Panorama: North Korea’s Nuclear Trump Card BBC BBC1
30 min Documentary
Trump versus Kim - it is the most chilling nuclear standoff for decades. Jane Corbin investigates how North Korea
has dodged sanctions and thwarted international efforts to stop it becoming a nuclear power.

Panorama: When Kids Abuse Kids BBC BBC1
30 min Documentary
Panorama investigates a hidden world of child sexual abuse, one in which children sexually assault other children.

My Life: Born to Vlog Blakeway North CBBC
30 min Documentary
Film about 12 year old Nikki, the 2016 Junior Bake Off winner who has over 194,000 followers.
Winner of International Academy of Television Arts and Sciences Award, 2019
WINNER: RTS Award
NOMINATED: Children’s BAFTA

Our Dancing Town Twenty Twenty BBC2
60 min Documentary
Choreographer Steve Elias helps create a dance spectacular in four towns in Yorkshire, in which local residents tell
the story of their town through choreography.

The KAWS Effect Swan Films Sky Arts
60 min Documentary
As part of Sky Arts Amplify strand this documentary profiles KAWS, one of the world’s leading contemporary
artists, to uncover the impact the digital revolution has made on his art, fame and life.

Child Genius Wall to Wall Channel 4
60 min Documentary
Highly gifted children aged between 7 to 12 take part in a competition, run in association with British Mensa, to
find the UK's annual child genius.

Race Across The World Studio Lambert BBC2
60 min Factual
Pairs of travellers are pitted against each other in a race to reach the Far East, without taking a single flight and
with no smartphone in sight.

KKK: The Fight for White Supremacy BBC BBC3
58 min Documentary
America's most infamous supremacist group - the Ku Klux Klan - says they are in the midst of a revival, with a
surge in membership and cross burnings across the Deep South. Filmmaker Dan Murdoch meets the leaders of
the Loyal White Knights, who claim to be the largest Klan chapter, to witness first-hand their secretive rituals and
hear about why their members choose to wear the infamous hood.
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How To Get a Council House, Episode 1 Studio Lambert Channel 4
47 min Documentary
Hard hitting documentary series on the housing crisis.

The Job Centre Dragonfly TV Channel 4
45 min Documentary
This series steps inside Candelisa People, one of the last remaining independent agencies in Bradford. It follows
staff, led by matriarchal boss Jane, as they attempt to win new business and candidates hoping to secure their
dream job.

Reggie Yates: Extreme Russia Sundog Pictures BBC3
2 x 60 min Documentary
Reggie Yates gets up close and personal with three very different communities in contemporary Russia, exploring
what it's like for young people there, 24 years after the fall of the Soviet Union. Episodes: Gay and Under Attack &
Teen Model Factory.

Bangkok Airport Keo Films BBC3
60 min Documentary
Following young, English-speaking travellers checking in and out, as well as their run-ins with immigration, police
and customs. User-generated content will be incorporated into the show.

Air Pressure Firecracker Films Channel 4
47 min Documentary
Young British pilots follow their dream in Indonesia, flying in the most breathtaking and dangerous places on earth.

Banged Up and Left to Fail BBC BBC3
60 min Documentary
How young repeat offenders are failed by the criminal justice system. Part of the Crime and Punishment season.

Undercover Doctor: Cure Me I’m Gay Optomen Channel 4
60 min Documentary
Dr Christian Jessen undergoes gay "cures" here and in the US to find if they work, or are they harmful.

Stacey Dooley in the USA: Kids in the Crossfire BBC BBC3
60 min Documentary
Stacey goes to Chicago, where more young people under 25 are killed by guns than anywhere else in the US.

The Zoo Wild Pictures ITV1
2 x 60 min Documentary
A glimpse into life behind the scenes at ZSL London and its sister zoo Whipsnade.

This World: Iraq BBC BBC 2
60 min Documentary
The father of a British airman killed in the war aims to find out if his son's death was in vain.
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Beat the Ancestors Dragonfly Channel 5
30 min Documentary
A team of modern-day engineers do battle against history's most ingenious minds.

Our Man In.. ScreenChannel Channel 4
60 min Documentary
Following British Consuls in Spain dealing with the problems of a million British expats.

Inside Gatwick Silver River Sky 1
60 min Documentary
An access all areas series documenting a year in Britain’s busiest single runway airport.

The Prison Restaurant BBC BBC1
60 min Documentary
An haute cuisine restaurant in the middle of a prison tries to rehabilitate hardened offenders.

World’s Worst Place to be Gay BBC BBC3
60 min Documentary
Powerful documentary about the rise of homophobia In Uganda.

How to Win the TV Debate BBC BBC2
60 min Documentary
A history of the televised political debate, and how not to lose one.

Women, Weddings War & Me BBC BBC3
60 min Documentary
A moving account of a young woman's return to her birthplace, Afghanistan.
WINNER: Broadcast Digital Award - Best Current Affairs

Great Offices of State: The Treasury BBC BBC4
60 min Documentary
Michael Cockerell uncovers the secret history of the Treasury.

Cracking Antiques Silver River BBC2
30 min Documentary
How antiques can be more affordable and stylish than what the high street has to offer.

Can I Get High Legally? BBC BBC3
60 min Documentary
An exploration of the underground world of party pills and legal highs.
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Grow your own Drugs Silver River BBC2
30 min Documentary
How to grow and use natural remedies.

Vodka, Homework and Me BBC BBC3
60 min Documentary
Documentary about the phenomenon of teen alcoholism, told by the children in their own words.

Extreme Andes Ricochet BBC1
30 min Documentary
Follows four teams from the equator to the Andes.

Jess: My New Face BBC BBC3
60 min Documentary
A teenage girl undergoing facial reconstruction surgery with a very personal take on the idea of beauty.

The World Race Sunset Vine Channel 4
6 x 30 min Documentary
Six part documentary on the inaugural Barcelona yacht race.

What Not to Wear BBC BBC1
30 min Documentary
Two series of what not to wear when you’ve had a mastectomy, and when you’re a widow.

F*** off I'm Small BBC BBC3
60 min Documentary
4'8" stuntman Paul Lowe finds out how life stacks up for short men in a witty documentary.

Fat Men Can't Hunt Endemol BBC3
60 min Documentary
Victims of the fast food culture try to survive in the desert with the bushmen of Namibia.

Great British Summer Lion BBC1
60 min Documentary, Story Editor
Portrait of Britain during the longest summer on record.

Spendaholics Betty BBC3
2 x 60 min Documentary
A look at the problem of spiralling spending for chronic debtors.

Found Leopard films BBC1
45 min Documentary
Stories of abandoned children and their search as adults for their roots.
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Factual Entertainment

First Dates Twenty Twenty Channel 4
60 min Factual Entertainment
The later, saucier highest rating version of the dating documentary.

The Real Marigold Hotel TwoFour BBC2
60 min Factual Entertainment
A group of celebrities travel to India to see whether they can have a more rewarding retirement there than in the
UK.

Capital Voltage TV Channel 5
45 min Factual
Prime time presenter led a 4 part series about the history of London.

Twiggy’s Frock Exchange Silver River BBC2
60 min Entertainment
A fun glossy fash bash.

Singing with the Enemy Endemol BBC3
60 min Entertainment Reality
A band of polysexual Brighton dandies collide with a Peckham grime crew.

Home Endemol BBC2
60 min Entertainment
What makes a house a home.

Cash in the Attic USA Leopard USA BBC1
10 x 30, 45 and 60 min Factual Entertainment
In the show, the presenter visits a family's house to find out what they need to raise money for. They then explore
the house and its surroundings, finding antiques and valuing them, with the help of experts.

Bailiffs Tiger Aspect BBC1
4 x 30 min Factual
Observational films following the trials and tribulations of modern debt collectors.

Million Dollar Babes Lion ITV1
2 x 60 min Entertainment
Documentary about 6 women trying to make it in London club land.

To Catch a Thief Lion BBC1
30 min Entertainment
Presenter led security makeover show.
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Passport to the Sun Lion BBC1
45 min Entertainment
Observational films about Balearic expats.

City Hospital Topical TV BBC1
45 min Factual
Real life medical drama stories for one hour rolling daytime programmes.

Music

Music video programming for The Box, Kiss TV, Kerrang channels, Orange Playlist, also promos and trailers.
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